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Finding the perfect gift is tough. Secretly Gifting, a gift concierge company
owned and run by professional style setters, is curating an eclectic mix
of items from the retailers of Shaw. Featuring an array of items like on-trend,
hard-to-find fashions from local favorite Lettie Gooch to natural products
from Aesop, you will surely find something for everyone.
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READ WALL
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BONOBOS
At the Bonobos Guide Shop you will find their signature
pants that come in four fits, however that’s not all they
have to offer. Let the knowledgeable staff lead you in the
right direction. You can find anything from ties, to pocket
squares to their new boxer briefs that are getting rave
reviews.
ITEM 1: A pocket square can always bring your basic suit
up a notch. We love this houndstooth that will go with
anything. Your dapper friend will appreciate this stylish
accessory.
ITEM 2: For the man who loves a little flair, this cheetah
neck tie will fit the bill.
ITEM 3: This skier shirt is great for a ski bum when
he’s off the slopes.
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The gentleman vibes at Read Wall are palpable.
Sip bourbon while you create a custom tailored suit.
While the options are limitless, the skilled staffers
will guide you in the right direction.
ITEM 1: These fabric samples show there are
never-ending possibilities to create the most perfectly
tailored menswear, made right here in the nation's capital.
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WARBY PARKER

BAAZAR SPICES

Warby Parker is a transformative lifestyle brand
that offers designer eyewear at a revolutionary price,
while leading the way for socially conscious businesses.
ITEM 1: You can never go wrong with a great pair of
Warby Parker sunnies and these two styles are flying
off the shelves. The Moore is a classic frame with
a sporty vibe.
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AESOP
Aesop’s chic packaging is worth buying everything in
the store. In this case, you can judge a book by its cover.
ITEM 1: This hand balm will keep your hands hydrated all
year long. We all have that person who is always “walking
into a meeting.”
ITEM 2: Rinse free hand wash. This update on a hand
sanitizer is a great stocking stuffer.
ITEM 3: One of Aesop’s best sellers, we can attest that
this will be your new shower staple.
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TYPECASE INDUSTRIES
Hand-printed holiday cards from Typecase Industries.
ITEM 1 & 2: Made one by one on a vintage letterpress
machine, these cards are a solid addition for any gift.
Be sure to pick some up and start spreading that holiday
cheer around our District. Available in store at the Atlantic
Plumbing building or one of the many holiday markets they
will be selling at as well.

When you step into Bazaar Spices your olfactory senses
come alive. The spice choices can seem overwhelming
but do not fear, the friendly and knowledgeable staff can
guide you in the right direction.
ITEM 1: Cheeba Gold hot sauce. Who doesn’t want hot
sauce in their bag? This is the perfect hostess gift for
your extra spicy friend.
ITEM 2: White sage. Why not ring in the new year
with some new energy. Bring this to a friend’s holiday
or New Years party and while you're at it buy some
for yourself.
ITEM 3: Various salts. The variety salt stack is a new twist
on a kitchen staple. Bring this to your salt of the earth
friend who loves to cook.
ITEM 4: Variety rub gift pack. Any grill master will
appreciate this rub assortment. Pair this with a grill
cookbook for a solid gift.
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ARGENT
Being a girlboss has never looked so good. Argent
workwear takes the standard office uniform to a new
level. Pro tip, ask for Liza and you will walk out looking
like a million bucks.
ITEM 1: This peach sweater provides warmth without the
bulk. It’s super packable and the perfect gift for a working
woman.
ITEM 2: We can’t get enough of their reversible blazers.
Their reversible blazers are not only chic, but they provide
some serious comfort with just the right amount of stretch.
None of your coworkers will blink an eye when you wear
the same jacket twice in one week.
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BLUSH MED SPA
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CHERRY BLOSSOM
CREATIVE
Cherry Blossom Workshop offers up some local design
talent with a wide array of stationary gift options.
The space is a colorful feast for the eyes.
ITEM 1: If there were a king or queen of reusable bags,
it would be Baggu. This Brooklyn based company has
amazing prints and this polar bear iteration is perfect
for the chilly months ahead.
ITEM 2: Pair these colored pencils with a journal
or coloring book. It’s the perfect gift for a creative
of any age. Give this pink journal to your friend who
is riding that bullet journal wave.
ITEM 3: Multi tasking is an art and nothing is more
helpful than a great sticky note that also makes you smile.

Blush Med Spa is a treasure trove of gifts for any beauty
junkie. Hard to find organic products are sprinkled
throughout the store.
ITEM 1: BKR bottles are a cult favorite for people who
love to stay hydrated in style. Each glass bottle comes
with a silicone sleeve in a carefully crafted color. We love
this spike grey bottle that feels chic and edgy. This makes
the perfect gift for the girl on the go who wants to stay
hydrated in style.
ITEM 2: One Love products are known for their organic
ingredients that are paraben and GMO free. The bamboo
charcoal love sponge is the perfect way to say I love you
to a friend. Hang the sponge in your shower and use with
your favorite face wash. Your skin will thank you.
ITEM 3: This papaya honeysuckle mask from The Cottage
Greenhouse is a nice addition to your beauty routine.
Made with all natural ingredients, this hydrating mask is
a great gift for your friend who goes the extra mile for her
skin. If you want bonus points, pair this with the One Love
facial sponge.
ITEM 4: After you’ve hustled at work, walked the dog,
made dinner and watched the latest GOT, the last thing
you want to do is wash your face. Unlike other skin wipes
that are tough on your skin, these vitamin soaked bamboo
cloths are hydrating and soothing. Gift this to your busy
buddy that has no time to spare.
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MINISTRY OF SUPPLY
Ministry of Supply creates work wear that wears like
activewear. Their no iron necessary fabric is a dream for
anyone and everyone. From a technical standpoint, this
company is ahead of the curve with a fabric that is 19x
more breathable than cotton.
ITEM 1: These work shirts are an easy go-to for your
hassle-free friend. A stylish staple for both women and
men, give the gift of an iron-free life.
ITEM 2: You have to feel these socks to believe the
comfort and quality of material. Recycled coffee grounds
help neutralize odors. A dress sock and athletic sock
in one. Why didn’t anyone think of this before?

LETTIE GOOCH
Locally owned Lettie Gooch offers up some fabulous
gifts for your fashion forward friend.
ITEM 1: The hand muff is back! This furry accessory
is both fashionable and functional. A hidden zipper
will house your iPhone and wallet while keeping your
hands toasty.
ITEM 2: We love a cozy sweater and this one not only
provides warmth but makes a statement as well. This
is a no brainer for the girl who is always complaining
that she has nothing to wear.

